Duplicate Strategy

Bridge lessons with John Roberts

7.30 pm to 10.15 pm Mondays 19 and 26 March 2012
$20 per lesson members and $24 per lesson non-members

These are easy intermediate lessons suitable for players who would like to advance their duplicate bidding strategies and card play skills. Each lesson deals with a different subject so you may attend either lesson. Comprehensive notes are included.

Lesson 1
Monday 19 March

Duplicate Strategy Part 1 – Bidding to Make
How duplicate is scored; matchpoint strategies when opening and responding; partscores and games in duplicate.

Lesson 2
Monday 26 March

Duplicate Strategy Part 2 – Bidding to Fail
The battle for the partscore and partscore sacrifices; balancing overcalls, doubles and the Unusual 2NT; game sacrifices.

Enquiries phone 9979 9099